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Basil Kosarin, father of Ray Kosarin
Bernice Leah Green, mother of Gail Green-Anderson
Carlton Hazard Holmes I, grandfather of Peter Holmes
Claire Neretin, mother of Josh Neretin
David Hopard, brother of Stanley Hopard
Edward Grupper, father of Adam Grupper
Eleanor Kalik, friend of Carol Diamond
Ellen Platt Loewenthal, mother of Amy Loewenthal
Frances Narewski, mother of Elizabeth Kaczmarczyk
Harry Levine, grandfather of Myron Levine and Gavrielle Levine
Irving I. Schnur, grandfather of Elizabeth Schnur
Jean Ruben, mother of Harolyn Cohen
Jorge Epelbaum, brother of Susana Honig
Leonard Rosen, father of Richard Rosen
Lillian Brawer Jacobson, mother of Karen Jacobson
Morris Pravda, father of Stewart Pravda
Philip Baron, father of Stuart Baron
Regina Hessdorf, mother of Michael Hessdorf
Rose Kindler, mother of Zev Kindler
Roy Yasen, stepfather of Marc Korashan
Samuel Stern, father of Abraham Stern

ZIKHRONAM LIV’RAKHA
MAY THEIR MEMORIES BE A BLESSING